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A NEW DAWN 





Let us begin with a question. 



Let us begin with a question. 

? 



Let us begin with a question. 

? 

Is our brave new digital world 
the answer to everything? 







What REALLY rules the Earth? 



What REALLY rules the Earth? 

What really sustains life? 







This 



This 

The living dance of air, water, rock, 



This 

The living dance of air, water, rock, 

and life. 





 

 





Gaia nurturing all. 



Yet,  
now at the dawn of the 21st century . . . 



Yet,  
now at the dawn of the 21st century . . . 

This is NOT how humans live. 



Bear with me . . . 



Bear with me . . . 
This next bit is a descent,  



Bear with me . . . 
This next bit is a descent,  

into some into some darkdark  stuff.stuff.  



Yet, 



the darkest hour is  
just before dawn. 

Yet, 







The subjugation of the female  



and 





The conquest of nature 





Are one and  
the same tragedy. 







Old Mindset 



Old Mindset 

The past 5000 years 
of Western Civilization 





New Mindset 



New Mindset 

Let us compare 



First, the OLD mindset. 



First, the OLD mindset. 

A chain of ideas . . . following 
the links that bind us. 





Humans are exceptional. 



Humans are exceptional. 

HuMANkind is the be-all 
and end-all of Creation. 





Humans are separate 
from Nature 







Separation leads to a 
fight against Nature.. 



Separation leads to a 
fight against Nature.. 

Our vision distorts  
and we see only 



Separation leads to a 
fight against Nature.. 

Competition 





We project our struggle 
onto Nature. 



We project our struggle 
onto Nature. 

Seeing it as 
“RED in tooth and claw.” 





We construct a world of 
winners and losers. 



We construct a world of 
winners and losers. 

We tell ourselves that 
the smartest win. 



And that the rest get  
what they deserve. 





Cooperation is  
devalued. 



Cooperation is  
devalued. 

Yet, this idea is 
outdated. 





















Yet we continue, 



Striving to control 
Nature 





Lonely Masters 





Separation and exceptionalism 
lead to . . . 



Separation and exceptionalism 
lead to . . . 

The idea that we arose from 
a blind and dumb Nature.. 



Separation and exceptionalism 
lead to . . . 

The idea that we arose from 
a blind and dumb nature.. 

That intelligence is  
exclusive to humans. . . 



Incredible as it may seem, 



Incredible as it may seem, 

A central tenet of our culture is the idea  
that intelligence was not invented until the  

END of the story,  



Incredible as it may seem, 

A central tenet of our culture is the idea  
that intelligence was not invented until the  

END of the story,  

That intelligence arose with  
humans – and is possessed 

by humans alone. 
 





And the rest of nature 
is just a machine. 





But Nature is not a machine.. 



But Nature is not a machine.. 



But Nature is not a machine.. 



But Nature is not a machine.. 



But Nature is not a machine.. 



But Nature is not a machine.. 

It is self-replicating. 



But Nature is not a machine.. 

It is self-replicating. 

It is self-repairing. 





The result of the machine metaphor. . . 



The result of the machine metaphor. . . 

It denies conscious intention 
to the substance of nature.. 





And it denies conscious intention 
to the female. 



And it denies conscious intention 
to the female. 

SUBSTANCE 





Conscious intention becomes 
the exclusive property of 

the male.. 



Conscious intention becomes 
the exclusive property of 

the male.. 

ACTION 







Frankly, this is depressing. 





The result? 



The result? 

ALIENATION 





POVERTYPOVERTY  



Now, the NEW mindset. 



Now, the NEW mindset. 

Breaking the chain. 





Let’s turn the  
whole thing around. 







What if intelligence is not the END? 



What if intelligence is not the END? 

But the beginning? 





If this is where we start,, 



If this is where we start,, 

then everything that follows 
is an expression of intelligence. 





All of it. 



All of it. 



All of it. 



All of it. 



All of it. 
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All of it. 
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All of it. 

EVERYTHING 





BOTH 



SUBSTANCE 



SUBSTANCE 

FEMALE 



AND 





ACTION 



ACTION 

MALE 





Together a manifestation 
of the cosmic process. 



Together a manifestation 
of the cosmic process. 

Consciousness 
expressing itself. 





The Human/Nature Divide Dissolves 









The Spirit/Matter Divide Dissolves 
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Cooperation/Connection 
follows naturally.. 





All is seen as sacred. 





All is part of one Mind, 



All is part of one Mind, 

one body. 





No separation. 



No separation. 

Frankly, I find this exhilarating! 







I claim my heritage. 





I claim the sanctity of my body. 









I claim the calling of my soul. 



I have always known this. 



I have always known this. 

I REMEMBER 



Nature is NOT predictable, 



Nature is NOT predictable, 

Nature is NOT mechanical, 



Nature is NOT predictable, 

Nature is NOT mechanical, 

Yet, Nature is boundlessly creative. 



I have always known this. 

I REMEMBER 



I have always known this. 

I REMEMBER 

This meaning is encoded within 
the Lorenz Attractor. 



I have always known this. 

I REMEMBER 

This meaning is encoded within 
the Lorenz Attractor. 

Curious? Ask me: 
geonutt@gmail.com 






